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In a world of constant change and crisis, the relationship between humans and their
environment has never been more vital. Louisiana Herb Journal invites readers into the world of
medicinal herbs, introducing fifty herbs found in Louisiana, with details on identification, habitat,
distribution, healing properties, and traditional uses, including instruction on popular preparation
methods such as tinctures and teas.Interspersed with these practical details, herbalist Corinne
Martin shares stories that foster a true connection between readers and the world around them,
from tales of childhood cherry picking to harvest mishaps to folklife traditions passed down
through the generations. Accessible to experienced and rookie herbalists alike, Louisiana Herb
Journal offers a new way of looking at the natural world, getting to know one’s “home ground”
through a lens of healing and participation.Family connections, an intimate knowledge of the
surrounding lands and waters, strong community bonds, an irrepressible resilience, and a great
capacity for celebrating life despite hardships are part and parcel of what it means to be from
Louisiana. A celebration of the state and the cultures of those who live there, Louisiana Herb
Journal reflects on the value of medicinal herbs in promoting personal healing and addressing
current challenges to the state’s environmental and economic stability. Readers will gain a
deeper recognition of the natural wealth Louisiana enjoys and the ways that our stewardship of
wild plants can impact our personal health as well as the state’s ecological future.

About the AuthorELLINGTON DARDEN, PhD, an exercise researcher, was recently named one
of the top 10 health leaders by the President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports. A pioneer
of the Nautilus training system, he is the author of more than 40 books, including The New High-
Intensity Training and A Flat Stomach ASAP. He lives in Orlando, FL. --This text refers to an out
of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThe search for healing is as old as life itself. All beings seek to
flourish, to stay safe, and to be well. For all of time, societies in every part of the world have lived
in intimate interconnection with other life forms and have observed, touched, eaten, and used
what’s around them both for sustenance and for health. In this way, they have learned what it
means to be home.Recent research suggests that these connections to our native area can
positively influence our health. Exposure to the sensory experiences of the land where we have
grown up, or even where our mothers and grandmothers have lived, becomes encoded in our
awareness, in our identity, and as it turns out, even in our genes. We may develop an emotional
receptivity to those sensations that can modify the way we respond to health threats and healing
remedies.Exploring the possibility of local medicinal plants as part of health care in modern
times may seem like a common-sense practice for some, while for others it may sound like a
strange, quirky, or even dangerous pursuit. But medicinal herb use is one of the oldest and most
commonly chosen healing practices on earth. According to the World Health Organization,
countless peoples throughout the world have employed plants in their search for health.More
study needs to be carried out before we understand the deepest implications of home ground as
an influence on our health, and many considerations should accompany the integration of herbs
into everyday wellness care. But these important natural resources can offer both support for our
health and also a way toward reconnecting with the lands around us. In the process of this
reconnection, we can examine our practices of land use and begin to co-participate in a caring
stewardship of our environment.So many aspects of healing are mysterious. Given the
complexity of the world and the times in which we live, learning to thoughtfully draw from familiar
natural resources for wellness seems reasonable and perhaps even essential. This book is a
little foray in that direction.In the writing of this book, first thanks go to my parents, who raised me
in the relaxed, land-based relationship that Louisiana residents often have with their
surroundings, and helped nourish my love for nature.Thanks to my first readers—Joan Hunter
and her writing group, who listened and shared questions and recommendations. Kudos to
several cousins, among them Nanette Vial, who reintroduced me to the area and took me on
little adventures where I could find healing plants; and Dede Vial Schneider, who was always up
for an herbal experiment. Many thanks to Jara Roux, who showed me around her jungle of
cultivated and wild plants, and Jeff Roux, who plowed through the manuscript, offering
suggestions and reactions. And thanks to my sister, Celeste Martin, who shares a love of
anything wild, and offered support. Special thanks to biologist Charles Allen, who took me all
over his homestead in search of interesting plants, and to Larry Allain and Chris Reid, who
contribute to and manage the USGS Guide to the Plants of Louisiana website—an invaluable



resource for this book.And much gratitude for the resilient, encouraging members of the
Louisiana State University Press team, including Margaret Lovecraft, who originally expressed
enthusiasm, then offered suggestions and guidance; and Jenny Keegan, who took up the reins
of encouragement and who, it turns out, shares a love of both of my states—Louisiana and
Maine. Thanks to Catherine Kadair, who steered me through the editing process, and to
freelance editor Stan Ivester, who meticulously slogged through the manuscript, nudging it into
shape. Thanks to the peer reviewers who took the time to read the manuscript and offer
suggestions; the production department, which accommodated my photo questions; and to the
Press itself, for its untiring and devoted work of celebrating the lovely and beleaguered state of
Louisiana through consistent, high-quality print
resources.LOUISIANAHERBJOURNALINTRODUCTIONAs a clinical herbalist, I have used
medicinal plants as part of my own health care for almost forty years. Everywhere I’ve ever lived,
I’ve been drawn into wild or neglected places by curiosity and wonder about what might be
growing there. My Louisiana childhood was spent trekking through my grandma’s yard, or trailing
after my great-aunt, Tante Keet, as she worked in the gardens, or helping my mom keep the
tangled brush at bay before slipping off to the bayou for a swim. I was always more at home
outdoors than in any house.Attending herb school, where I could explore more deeply how the
body works and learn the many healing properties of plants, was a natural progression of my
childhood in Louisiana. Three decades of practicing as an herbalist led to teaching holistic
health at a university near my home. In 2017, I retired from both of those pursuits. But the plants
that surround me are still the way I anchor myself; nature is still my truest home. And when I
returned to Louisiana after retirement, I fell in love again with the plants that were familiar to me
as a child. And I fell in love with the state itself.But it isn’t an easy love. In the years since I’ve
come back, I’ve learned more about the healing plants and the natural and cultural wealth of the
state, and also about the troubles that wash over its friable shores. As much as there is to
cherish and admire, there are also challenges. Ravaging storms and intense flooding, extreme
heat, drought, climate changes, wildfires, sprawl, and chemical pollution make for an uncertain
future for Louisiana.These sad challenges in the midst of such natural wealth prompted me to
begin documenting some of the many herbs I was rediscovering. That documentation is an
ongoing pursuit, and this book is the outcome—a small offering to the health of the state I have
reclaimed. Hopefully, it will provide another way to see and use the land where we live.Given
Louisiana’s range of land types and extended growing season, numerous medicinal plants make
their home in the state. Because it would be impossible to include every plant in Louisiana that
has healing properties, for the purpose of this book, the plants featured are those that are
commonly found (such as greenbrier), are readily available in various areas (white clover, for
instance), have traditional use in local healing cultures (like mamou), or are iconic (such as live
oak). Some plants are recognized as “herbs of commerce.” They are well known and respected
as botanicals that have current uses as therapeutic agents and are often harvested and
cultivated for public consumption. Other plants in the book have had historical use, either across



the country or in local regions. Some are native plants and may be found in the wild. Some have
been introduced in gardens, while others are invasive weeds. Some are trees; others may be
vines. But the thing they have in common is their potential for healing, along with being generally
recognized throughout parts of the state.Many times in the process of putting this book together
I’ve felt that I wasn’t the right person to be doing it. There are numerous dedicated and
knowledgeable plant lovers and healers who have lived in the state their whole lives, devoting
years to learning about the land and its offerings. And I’m not Native American—I’m not a Cajun
traiteur—I’m not an African American healer—I’m not a botanist—I’m not a medical practitioner. I
haven’t given my whole life over, as my sister and so many of my cousins have, to doing the
rugged and committed and deep-in-the bones work of living here, of celebrating the wonders
and wrestling with the hardships of this blessed and neglected and at-risk place. But the book
kept writing itself. Born out of a fierce and bone-deep love for my home ground, it felt like an act
of homage to a place that is an integral part of how I see, and live in, the world.This book offers
an invitation to view our natural surroundings in a different light, to become familiar with the
plants that surround us, and to co-participate in the great healing project that Louisiana sorely
needs. The future is in our hands—and under our feet, over our heads, and in our tea mugs—on
home ground.HOW HERBS WORKHerbal remedies have been understood throughout time in a
variety of different ways—including constitutionally, spiritually, biochemically, and traditionally.
Each approach is part of a worldview or paradigm that includes a way of understanding and
employing each medicinal plant. It is informative and intriguing to explore these views, as they
each have important considerations and observations to offer that can broaden our
understanding of both healing and herbal therapies. For the purposes of this book, however, a
Western herbalism view is being taken, and each section will focus on the biological activities of
these plants.Plants contain numerous chemical compounds that have a variety of functions for
the plant. Primary compounds are those natural chemicals that contribute to and support the
plant’s development. Essential functions such as growth, storage, respiration, and reproduction
are carried out by phytosterols, lipids, amino acids, organic acids, and nucleotides that perform
metabolic roles essential for plant life.In addition, plants produce secondary compounds that
have no direct function in basic metabolism. Instead, these secondary metabolites or
compounds have important adaptive roles. They may help protect the plants from infection or
from being eaten by insects or other animals. Or they can attract animal species that help to
pollinate them or disperse seeds, or give them some advantage that protects them from being
overtaken by competing plants. These secondary compounds seem to be important primarily in
interactions with other species in a plant’s environment.It is these secondary compounds that
have far-reaching benefit in the use of medicinal herbs. They produce effects such as diuresis,
promoting the production and flow of urine out of the body (horsetail), or they might stimulate
diaphoresis, producing a mild sweat and thus cooling a fever (boneset or pleurisy root). They
might have a decongestant and expectorant effect, helping to relieve a mild cough (red clover or
violet), or they might be anti-inflammatory and aid in relieving pain (willow or live oak).The fact



that plants contain tiny amounts of numerous compounds makes the study of herbs complicated
—but it also contributes to their safety for use. It is also part of what makes herbs different from
pharmaceutical drugs. Drugs generally contain highly concentrated single chemical compounds,
which leads to their often profound and strong effects. But the numerous and diverse
compounds found in plants work together to produce a synergistic effect that would not be
achieved with a single compound. In addition, this often produces an action gentler than what
might be achieved with a purer dose.According to Andrew Weil, MD, founder of the University of
Arizona’s Center for Integrative Medicine, this gentler and milder effect is one reason that herbs
are safe for a first-line intervention in minor or chronic illnesses:This makes healing plants seem
less effective, but also less potentially harmful. For instance, a handful of willow leaves could be
used to make several cups of tea that could be imbibed throughout the day. But a handful of
aspirin would have dire, disastrous effects. Or taking two cups of violet tea . . . would have little
more effect than drinking one cup. But taking two teaspoons of a pharmaceutical cough syrup
could be dangerous. Uninformed consumers tend to think of herbs as “dangerous,” whereas they
trust pharmaceutical drugs because they’re so often prescribed and used. But in fact, the
reverse is true.The best approach to harvesting and using medicinal herbs is to get informed,
consider the effects of removing a plant from its area, use an appropriate preparation and
storage method, and be attentive to your own health needs and sensitivities. Healing is not a
contest. It is a choice from a broad spectrum of interventions, and an intentional movement in
the direction of wholeness. That spectrum includes not only your own wellness, but the integrity
of the area from which you harvest. Both factors deserve thoughtful consideration and
respect.USING THE HERBSHARVESTING GUIDELINESPlant identification. When in doubt,
don’t pick or use a plant. There are numerous field guides and phone apps that can help with
identification, and local and state native-plant groups can be instructive. In Louisiana, several
botanists and online groups are available. Louisiana biologist and a founding member of the
Louisiana Native Plant Society (www.lnps.org) Dr. Charles Allen recommends USDA Plants
(plants.sc.egov.usda.gov/java/) and Bonap (bonap.net/Napa/TaxonMaps/Genus/County/), and
two in-state files with USDA data, including References (www.lnps.org/references), and the
Guide to Plants of Louisiana (warcapps.usgs.gov/PlantID/).Status of plant. Keep in mind that
regional abundance doesn’t mean that the plant is not at risk in other areas or states. Check with
your local conservancies or native plant groups, and search the PLANTS database
(plants.usda.gov) to find out the status of the plant populations in the state.Where to harvest.
One of the most important factors in harvesting plants is the health of the soil in which the plant
is growing. As is true for most economically challenged areas, state and local governments tend
to accommodate businesses that are heavy polluters because they provide jobs and income for
local residents, prop up struggling local governments, and promise progress. But often this
means putting the local lands at risk, and air, waterways, and soils may contain harmful
substances. Louisiana has one of the lowest standards in the nation for amounts of toxins in air
and water that are “acceptable.” When harvesting in an area, awareness is key. Even harvesting



near apparently “empty” fields doesn’t ensure safety. For instance, we can assume that cane
fields have been sprayed with a cocktail of chemicals that leach into the soil and then spread as
runoff with heavy rains. If you’re uncertain about the health and safety of the area where you’d
like to harvest, it’s best to find another spot, or find a native source of seeds or plants and grow
the herb at home.How much to harvest. A basic rule of thumb in herbalism is to gather no more
than 10 percent of the plant population you find. Be aware of population density, not just locally
or regionally, but statewide and throughout the country. If the plant is at risk or threatened, it
should not be harvested. Also, be aware that there may be other people in the area who are
harvesting the same plant, and modify your practices accordingly.Permission. If harvesting from
an area that is unknown to you, find out the owner if possible, and gain permission for
harvesting.Respectful harvesting. Some indigenous practices include the idea of reciprocity—of
giving back to the plant or area when harvesting. You may develop your own practice if that feels
appropriate to you, or you may just harvest with respect and gratitude, and become an informal
steward of the land, keeping an eye on its health and changes. If you determine that harvesting
in an area seems appropriate and safe, replace the soil you disturbed while gathering your herb,
and return the area to its original condition as much as possible.Harvest timing. Plants have
natural chemical compounds in all of their parts. But often traditional use has focused on one or
more parts to gather. Harvest timing is geared to collecting plant parts when the medicinal
compounds in a particular part are highest.• Flowers/blossoms: Flowers should be gathered
when plant is blooming and has not started going to seed. (Example: red clover
blossoms.)• Aerial parts: Above-ground parts of plants should be gathered when 10 percent of
the plant colony is blooming. (Examples: plantain, sweet clover.)• Leaves: Leaves should be
harvested when they are green and thriving. (Example: giant ragweed.)• Whole plant: If seeds
are also to be used, plant can be harvested when blooming or when beginning to set seed.
(Example: lyreleaf sage.)• Fruit: Fruit should be harvested when ripe. (Examples: loquat,
blackberry/dewberry.)• Roots: Roots should be dug either in early spring, before blooming, or
after colder weather sets in during fall. Some herbalists recommend harvesting in autumn to
avoid roots with high concentrations of spring moisture. (Examples: dandelion, yellow
dock.)• Bark: Bark should be harvested from spring through summer, preferably taken from
branches rather than trunk to avoid harming the whole tree. (Examples: witch hazel,
cottonwood.)• Seeds, nuts: When plant has started to set seed, and seeds are ripening, they
are ready to be gathered. (Examples: evening primrose, pecan.)MAKING HERBAL
REMEDIESDrying your herbs. Air drying your herbs in the humid conditions of Louisiana can be
challenging, so you might want to purchase a food dehydrator or dry plants slowly in the
oven.For oven drying, turn the oven to its lowest setting and spread out the plant material on a
cookie sheet. Place the cookie sheet in the oven, and prop the oven door open several inches to
allow any dampness to escape. Dry for an hour or so; then test to see if the plant material is
“crispy.” Allow to cool before bottling to store.To air dry, gather your herb on a dry day (after
several days of lower humidity), bundle into small batches, wrap stems with a rubber band, and



hang to dry. You can also spread out flowers, petals, or leaves on a screen or flat surface and
place them in an area with good ventilation. Dried herbs can then be used for such preparations
as tea, dried plant tinctures, capsules, powders, and poultices.Tea. In making a tea, hot water is
used as the medium of extraction, and heat will help leach out the healing compounds from the
plants. A tea is a good way to extract plant compounds that are water-soluble. Two basic
methods of making a tea include:• Infusion: An infusion is most appropriate for lighter plant
materials such as flowers, leaves, and whole plants. In this process, place the dried plant
material in a cup and pour boiling water over the herb. Allow to steep five to fifteen minutes, then
strain through a sieve, capturing the liquid and composting or discarding the spent herb. The
proportion of water to plant material is one cup water to one tablespoon dried plant material.
Slightly more fresh plant material can be used to one cup of water.• Decoction: A decoction is
suitable for more dense plant materials such as roots, bark, and seeds. In this process, place
plant material in boiling water and simmer gently for five to fifteen minutes; then strain liquid into
a cup through a small sieve, and discard spent plant material. The proportion of water to plant
material is one cup water to one tablespoon herb.Tincture. A tincture is an extraction of healing
plant compounds using a liquid (or extraction medium) other than water. Common extraction
mediums include high-proof drinking alcohol, cider vinegar, or plant-based glycerin. Most potent
is grain alcohol, which is 190 proof. High-proof vodka can also be used. In these tinctures, the
alcohol will preserve plant compounds for up to ten years if properly stored. Glycerin is used for
preparations that can be taken by those who wish to avoid alcohol (those sensitive to alcohol,
nursing mothers, or children). It can also be a good tincture medium for plants that contain
reproductive hormones (which are fat-based). However, glycerin has a lower potency for
extraction and preservation than alcohol, so adults may double the dose of a glycerin tincture.
The tincture should be stored in the refrigerator, then discarded after one year.• Fresh Plant
Tincture: Clean the plant material if necessary, chop into small pieces, and pack down tightly
into a clean jar. Pour tincture medium over the herb until plant material is completely covered,
and add another quarter-inch of tincture medium to top off. Replace the lid, label the jar, and set
in a darkened area for two to four weeks. (This will be a 1:1 fresh plant tincture, that is, one part
plant to one part liquid.) After two to four weeks, strain liquid through a sieve, discard or compost
plant material, replace lid, and label jar with date and contents. Store in a cabinet away from
sunlight. (If making a glycerin-based tincture, you should add about 20 percent water to the
glycerin, as not all plant parts will be glycerin-soluble. For example, if using an eight-ounce jar
that is packed with fresh plant material, measure out six ounces of glycerin and add two ounces
of water, stir, then pour mixture over plant material.) Glycerin tinctures need four weeks to set
before pouring off, as glycerin is less potent at extraction than drinking alcohol.• Dried Plant
Tincture: Dried plant tinctures are generally made in proportions of 1:5 (one part plant material to
five parts liquid). To set up a dried plant tincture, weigh amount of dried plant material (on postal
or diet scale), place herbs in a clean jar, then pour five times that amount of tincture medium
over the plant material. (For example, if you have four ounces of dried herb, measure out twenty



ounces of alcohol. High-proof vodka works best for this extraction method, as 100 proof vodka
contains approximately 50 percent water and 50 percent alcohol, an ideal mix to extract water-
soluble and non-water-soluble properties from plants.) Set jar in a darkened area for two to four
weeks, then strain off liquid and plant material through a sieve lined with cheesecloth. Bottle the
tincture, label the jar, and store. Discard or compost the plant material.Powder/Capsules. Herbs
that are most appropriate for use as capsules or powder include the herbs that are commonly
used as tea and have water-soluble compounds. Dried plant material can be powdered in a food
processor, blender, or spice grinder. Empty gelatin capsules can be purchased in health-food
stores or online. Capsules and powders have a shelf life of about one year.Oil. An infused oil of a
plant is best made from leafy or flower parts of the herb. The herb should be wilted for twenty-
four hours or thoroughly dried prior to immersing in oil to reduce the possibility of forming mold.
Once plant material is ready, cut or crumble it into small pieces and pack into a jar. Cover the
plant material with the oil of your choice. (Organic oils are best; some popular oils to use include
olive, safflower, almond, and sunflower.)Unless it is organic, corn oil should be avoided, as many
harmful chemicals are used in growing corn. Make sure that the herbs are completely saturated
and covered by an additional quarter-inch of oil. Replace lid and allow jar to sit on a shelf, out of
the sun, for two or three weeks. Then strain the oil through a sieve lined with cheesecloth (to
catch small plant bits), discard the herb, and pour oil into a clean jar. Replace the lid, label with
name of herb and date completed, and store.Salve. A salve can be made from infused oil. To do
this, measure the herbal oil and place it in a saucepan. Then add beeswax. Proportions of oil to
wax are 1:4 for a solid salve. For instance, if you have eight ounces of herbal oil, you’ll add two
ounces of beeswax to oil in pan. Turn heat to a low setting and stir constantly until beeswax has
melted thoroughly. Stir the mixture and pour it into clean jars. Allow to cool thoroughly. Don’t
jiggle or try to stir the salves while they’re cooling, as this will result in a grainy texture. (The
surface of the salve will seal over before it is completely solidified, so avoid testing it with your
finger until the outside of the jar is cool.) To avoid moisture gathering inside the lids, wait to
replace the lids until the salve is completely cool. Then label and store. For a softer salve,
decrease the amount of beeswax; your proportions will be 1:5 (one part wax to five parts
oil).Syrup. Generally, dried or freshly wilted herbs are the best ingredients for a syrup. The
medium of extraction is generally something sweet, such as honey or rice syrup. Place the herbs
in a slow cooker and thoroughly cover the herbs with the honey or other medium. Place lid
askew on top of pot, and turn heat on a low setting. Keep an eye on this mixture, stirring
occasionally. Most important in this process is to NOT boil the syrup as it steeps. The mixture
should steep for several hours, or overnight, as long as the materials do not boil. When the
steeping is finished, pour syrup and herbs through a strainer or sieve into a glass measuring cup
and discard the herbs. Then pour syrup into individual jars. Syrups will be stable for six months
to a year. If the honey crystallizes, you can simply boil water in a pot, turn off the heat, remove
the lid of the syrup jar, and place it in the hot water. Or you can set the jar of syrup in the oven at
its lowest setting (warm).Compress. Make a simple tea infusion or decoction out of your plant



material. Allow the tea to cool; then dip a clean cloth into the tea, wring it out lightly, and place
the herb-tea-soaked cloth on the affected area.Poultice. Crush plant material and make a loosely
packed ball of herb matter. Place this on a cut, rash, or burn and hold it in place for ten minutes
or so. Repeat as needed with fresh plant material.Wash. Prepare an herbal tea, allow to cool,
then drip or pour tea over the affected area.PROLOGUEMy love affair with Louisiana, the
ground of my ancestors, is a complicated thing. My earliest memories—of heat and heady
scents and dizzying green—of feasting on sweet fruits and itching from bug bites—of jungly
vines and hidden bayous—still lie deep in my bones even though I went away for
decades.Because there is really no escape. This place isn’t just somewhere you live; it’s
something you take in, digest, absorb, so it becomes a part of you. You can never really
leave.Every morning lately, I walk down to the muddy pond where many ibises feed at the
water’s edge. The ground is very wet. Red-shouldered hawks call from the woods. All around
me, so many herbs tangle—violets, lush and tasty; red clover blooming in the fields; blackberry
flowers tangled in the woods; white clover, thick on the batture; wild onion poking up through
long grasses; plantain, crowded in the ditch.Even though I’ve been away for years—and even
though my coming back is a recent thing—my body still knows where it belongs. It still reaches
deep into muddy water, looking for roots. My heart still holds this fragile and luxurious land with
such great love.I am the child who went away and had to return. Now I want to learn, with a fierce
eagerness, what I didn’t know then—the names of things—the blooming times—the creatures
who nibble at sweet shoots and petals and seeds. I want to know the river and its moody ways. I
want to grab up each beautiful and curious and prickly wild plant, make a messy bouquet and
offer it over to be seen in yet another light—a kinder and gentler light. An appreciative light.I’ve
learned a few things already. I know when the loquats will ripen into gold, and how to slice out
the slippery rounded seeds and cook up fruit for cough syrup. I know when the lyreleaf sage will
sprout its first blue flowers over grizzled oak-shaped leaves, and when they’re ready to pick and
dry. I know where the passionflower will trail through blackberry vines, when its gorgeous flowers
will open, stunning and lavender-blue, and how to snip leaves and blossoms for tea.But I’ve
learned some hard things, too. Because just as I’ve come home, this place is sinking down—
threatened, pressured, and awash. Wrapped up in the love I have for this land there is also the
pain of watching its possible demise. How can a way of life—so generous and resilient, snarky
and demanding and delicious—just be slipping away?I am overcome. This place is
overcome.And what can one little herb book do to stem the tide? Not a thing, probably. Not a
fig.But it can give a shout out—offer a joyful noise—for a place unlike any other. It’s calling to
you, that fertile ground. It’s called me home, for sure.THEHERBSBEAUTYBERRY & THE
BOARDWALKFALLBeautyberry(Callicarpa americana)This morning, my walk starts and ends
with beautyberry. On this gray day, with tropical storm winds and a mean-looking sky, the
beautyberry is the brightest thing in sight. I’m so happy to see it. After four decades of being in
love with medicinal plants, this herb is completely new to me. I want to begin experimenting with
it—can’t wait to harvest fruit and leaves and maybe bark.The first time I saw this shrub, it was



used in a native planting along the bayou boardwalk in Houma, tucked across from the little
water-life museum. It was early fall, and I was just walking along when suddenly a strange,
brilliantly colorful shrub caught my eye. Clumps of astoundingly purple berries were crowded at
regular intervals all along the stems. I assumed that this was some tender, demanding, highly
cultivated bush—but I was wrong. The next time I saw beautyberry, it was in the Mandalay
Nature Trail woods. Stems were covered with clusters of pale pink flowers, and the plant was
holding its own despite thick tangles of trees and vines and swampy growth. After doing some
research, I found that beautyberry is a native shrub, and is well known in Creole healing
traditions for its medicinal properties.Beautyberry’s swampy home is a hint to one of its most
popular uses—as an insect repellent! Bark, leaves, and root can all be crushed and extracted in
either alcohol, witch hazel, or oil, then applied to keep pesky bugs from biting. Recently, this
traditional use has been proven to have an accurate foundation. Scientific studies confirm that
the leaves of Callicarpa americana contain compounds that repel mosquitoes and other biting
insects. Another study found that they also contain terpenoids that repel fire ants. And if you
don’t have time to make your own bug repellent, the leaves can just be crushed and rubbed onto
skin or clothing, and are reported to keep insects away for several hours.Another popular
external use is as a poultice for wounds and skin rashes. Folk healers also used the leaves and
roots in sweat baths for malaria and its accompanying pain. And taken internally, beautyberry
leaves, flowers, and fruit are felt to relieve digestive upsets, colic, and diarrhea, and to resolve
fever and inflammation.Today, I was hoping to get to know the plant better, and to make a small
harvest. On the same boardwalk where I first spotted the herb, I take a cautious nibble of one of
the fruits. I’ve read many reports about the taste of the berries. Some people note that it seems
to be tasteless, while others dislike the flavor. Many end up adding sugar and other ingredients
to make a beautyberry jelly or jam, which I imagine must be gorgeous! Holding the fruit in my
mouth now, I find the texture to be a bit mealy, and the flavor barely discernible, with maybe the
tiniest sweet aftertaste. The leaves aren’t bad tasting either—a little rough textured, with the
flavor stronger than the berries, but still not bad. After a minute or two of chewing the leaf, I begin
to get a more “medicinal” flavor.I’m so glad that the town has introduced native species into their
landscaping—otherwise, I might never have gotten to know about beautyberry and all its healing
properties. But I’m uncertain about harvesting here, in this public place. Maybe the woods would
be a better spot. Or maybe instead of trying to harvest in town or in the wild, I could plant a
beautyberry shrub in my own yard and wait for it to flourish. I love using native plants for
gardening, especially if they have medicinal properties. In another year or so, I could have a
striking, showy plant to use for healing, and could also be feeding much of the local wildlife.For
now, just as the rain begins to pour, I stuff a few berry-laden twigs into my raincoat pocket. Later,
I can at least make a small tincture, or maybe start up an herbal bug repellent to have on hand
until my own beautyberry begins to grow. On the way home, I’ll stop off at a plant nursery to see
if they have the native shrub. I’ve read there are numerous cultivars that are planted for
landscaping purposes, but since I want to use this herb for healing, I’ll want the native variety in



my yard. In fact, I might get two! I pop another bright fruit into my mouth and chew it all the way to
the car.Other Names: Callicarpa americana, American beautyberry, French mulberry, Bermuda
mulberry, sour bush, bunchberry, filigrana, filigrana de mazorca, filigrana de pinar, foxberry,
purple beautyberry, Spanish mulberry, turkeyberry.Parts Used: Root, bark, leaves, fruit,
flowers.Medicinal Properties: Root—Diuretic; Leaves, flowers, fruit—Anti-inflammatory;
diaphoretic, febrifuge.Uses: Internal—Muscle/joint stiffness and pain (especially after exercise),
rheumatism; fluid retention; fevers; gastrointestinal upsets, acid reflux; malaria. External—Insect
repellent, poultice, used in sweat baths.Risks: No contraindications or drug interactions
known.Description: A fast-growing native perennial shrub reaching from five to eight feet tall and
almost as wide, with drooping branches. Elliptical to ovate leaves are opposing with saw-toothed
margins, are pubescent underneath, and aromatic when crushed. Dense clusters of pink axillary
flowers along squared stems are replaced by iridescent purple (occasionally white) berrylike fruit
that is about one-quarter inch long and wide. Berries persist after leaves drop in the fall.Habitat:
Sandy or rocky woodlands, usually moist and low rich bottomlands, fencerows, and the edges of
swamps. Can occur as understudy species in upland pine forests and old-growth maritime
forests. Also cultivated.Distribution: Most parishes.Plant Status: Native in Louisiana and
adjoining states.Animal Use: Valuable as a wildlife food plant and dry-season water source for
over forty species of birds, including bobwhite quail, robins, cardinals, catbirds, finches,
mockingbirds, thrashers, and towhees. Fruit also eaten by armadillos, raccoons, opossums,
squirrels, gray foxes, and some rodents. Cattle may use leaves for winter browse. Deer will eat
the leaves, and occasionally bed down in the bushes.Natural History: The roots, leaves, and
branches were used by several Native American tribes, including the Alabama, Choctaw, Creek,
Koasati, Seminole, and others. Roots, leaves, and branches were used in sweat baths to treat
malarial fevers and rheumatism. A decoction of roots was used internally to treat dizziness,
stomachaches, dysentery, and colic. Bark from stems and roots was used to treat itchy skin. A
tea from the root bark was taken to treat urine retention. It was also used in ceremonies. Cajun
traiteurs prized the roots as an application for gum disease. Settlers in Appalachia crushed leafy
branches and placed them between the harness and the horse to keep deerflies, horseflies, and
mosquitoes away. Also known as a fire ant deterrent.Designation: Cajun/Creole folk-medicine
herb, folkloric herbalism remedy, Native American healing plant.Remedy Form: Internal—Tea,
tincture, edible (fruit). External—Poultice, salve, ointment, liniment, sweat bath.BEAUTYBERRY
INSECT REPELLENT1 cup chopped and crushed beautyberry leaves4 ounces rubbing alcohol
or commercial witch hazel extract2 drops body wash or sprayPersonal-size spray bottle1. Put
crushed leaves into a clean canning jar.2. Cover the herb with the alcohol or witch hazel. Let sit
for one week.3. Strain the mixture through a sieve lined with cheesecloth.4. Add a few drops of a
body wash or spray.5. Pour into a mini sprayer bottle, and spray on arms and legs. Reapply every
couple of hours.BEGGAR’S TICKS & THE BIG VIRUSEARLY SPRINGBeggar’s ticks(Bidens
sp.)On a beautiful morning in mid-March, the sky is blue with blotchy white clouds, and a bright
sun rises up over the levee. Ibis feed at the batture ponds and then sail up into trees that are just



leafing out. My dog Bodi and I walk along the levee, watch the birds, spot a small alligator
floating in the pond. Everything is lush with spring growth. But it’s hard lately not to worry about
the state of things—the many threats that face us now—the land, sinking down, and the “Big
Virus” that puts us suddenly at risk. I worry about the world, and how we all will handle this
newest crisis.With that in mind, I’m on a little “herb mission”—looking for something that will
shore up my immune system as we all try to find small ways to combat whatever threatens our
health. Along the river trail, so many healing plants crowd around us. White sweet clover is
tangled up in purple-flowered vetch. Lavender henbit and blue spiderwort and yellow butterweed
are bright. And the riverbank is covered with white-flowered beggar’s ticks in full bloom—my goal
for this day. These plants grow tightly together, their shallow roots anchored all along the sand-
packed hill. The whole riverbank is abloom.Though I’ve seen beggar’s ticks in other states, this
is the first time I’ve found the plants so lush and abundant. When I first arrived back in Louisiana,
I began to do a little research on this herb’s medicinal properties, and I was astounded! Several
species are found in the state, and most share the same healing compounds. Although not
normally thought of as an official herb of commerce, the whole plant is active against numerous
bacteria (including Candida albicans, Cytomegalovirus, Entamoeba histolytic, Escherichia coli,
Herpes simplex, Klebsiella pneumonia, Salmonella spp., Staphylococcus aureus, and many
other harmful pathogens). No intensive research has been done by the US Food and Drug
Administration on the use of Bidens species in active infections in humans to date, but many folk
medical traditions around the world have employed the herb for a number of different problems.
These include common colds, influenza, bacterial infections, inflammatory conditions, hepatitis,
and urinary tract infections. And modern research is proving the herb’s activity against many
other serious health concerns.With this in mind, I climb up on the steep hill at the sand pit and
begin my harvest. But it’s not so easy. The herb is good at anchoring itself, as well as keeping
the riverside soil in place. I cut a few flowery stems, then tug up whole batches of the herb and
eat a few leaves. They taste unfamiliar, but not bad—a slightly rough surface, a little stiff-
stemmed. I’m pretty sure this is Bidens pilosa. But whichever species this is, it could help shore
up my immune system and ward off whatever virus or cold comes my way. In this time of so
many health threats, it will be nice to have on hand.I bundle my harvest, tuck it under an arm,
and walk Bodi home. I’m hopeful that the Bidens will continue to hold up the sandy wall along the
river, and help to shore me up, too. At the house, I feed the dog and the birds, then settle into my
tincture-making chores—clean the river sand from the roots, pick out browned or bug-bitten
leaves, then snip the whole plants into small pieces and pack them into a canning jar. I pour
grain alcohol over the chopped leaves and flowers, then screw on lids and label the jars. This
batch of beggar’s ticks will set for a couple of weeks until it’s ready to pour off. Later, I’ll make a
cup of tea with the leftover plant parts and appreciate both the plant’s beauty as well as its
addition to my health.I’m guessing that, if anything survives all these troubles facing us now, it
will be the weeds—the wild things that have scrabbled out a living, a thriving, in this luxurious
and neglected place. I’m so grateful. I am not sure what will happen to us all, and to the land. But



for now, I can do this little earthy chore. And I can care—keep track of them all—taste the
thistles, nibble violet leaves, pick beggar’s ticks to dry for tea. And celebrate this glorious
place.Other Names: Several species of Bidens occur throughout the state, and they can be used
interchangeably. These species include the following:Bidens albaOther Names: Romerillo,
common beggarticks, shepherd’s needles, butterfly needles, hairy beggarticks.Description:
Plant grows to a height of approximately five feet tall, and stems are hairless and green to
purplish. Leaves are opposing, simple or trifoliate, and are 1 to 4 inches long and 0.5 to 1.5
inches wide, and may be lobed. Underside of leaf is hairy, and leaf has toothed edges. Flower
heads are small, arranged in radial symmetry. Larger white petals surround small disc flowers.
Seeds are small, black, straight-sided, with two barbs on each seed that attach readily to nearby
materials.Habitat: Grows in loose soil or sand.Distribution: Throughout state.Bidens
aristosaOther Names: Bearded beggarticks, long-bracted beggar-ticks, tickseed
sunflower.Description: Yellow flower at ends of much-branched stems.Habitat: Marshes,
meadows, ditches.Distribution: Many northern/western parts of state.Bidens bipinnataOther
Name: Spanish needles.Description: Flower yellow, head with ray and disc flowers, though rays
are sometimes inconspicuous or absent.Habitat: Moist places and canyons.Distribution: Much of
state.Bidens cernuaOther Names: Nodding beggarstick, nodding bur-marigold,
sticktight.Description: Leaves clasping, stems hairy at top, heads nodding. Ray flowers absent,
nodding flowers one inch across.Habitat: Marshes, bogs, and wet meadows.Distribution: A few
areas in the state.Bidens discoideaOther Names: Small beggarticks, discoid beggarticks,
swamp beggarticks.Description: Leaves simple above and three-parted below. Discoid, rays
absent. Outer herbaceous bracts three to five, not ciliate, discs .1 to .3 inches wide.Habitat:
Alluvial woods and swamp forests.Distribution: Northern half of state.Bidens frondosaOther
Names: Devil’s beggartick, devil’s pitchfork, sticktight, bur marigold, devil’s bootjack, pitchfork
weed, sticktights, tickseed sunflower, Spanish needles, beggar-ticks.Description: Leaves three-
and five-parted, inconspicuous yellow flowers that look like unopened buds.Habitat: Damp, low
places like ditches, stream banks, and open marshy sites.Distribution: Patchy, northern half of
state.Bidens laevisOther Names: Smooth beggartick, bur marigold, smooth bidens, smooth bur
marigold, larger bur marigold, showy bur marigold.Description: Leaves sessile and unlobed;
flowers yellow (with eight rays), two inches across.Habitat: Marshes and stream
banks.Distribution: Patchy southern and a couple of northern areas of state.Bidens pilosaOther
Names: Hairy beggarticks, common beggarticks, romerillo, Spanish needles, beggar’s ticks,
cobbler’s pegs, fisi’uli, kofe Tonga, matakaro.Description: Leaves opposite, from simple to
pinnate in form, upper leaves with three to five dentate. White ray florets five to eight in number,
though may be absent; disk florets twenty to forty, corollas yellowish.Habitat: Waste
places.Distribution: Southeastern section of state, spotty in other areas.Parts Used, All Species:
Whole plant.Medicinal Properties: Internal—Antibacterial, antiseptic, antiviral, astringent;
antidysenteric; anti-inflammatory; anticancer; antidiabetic, hypoglycemic; antifungal; antimalarial; 
decongestant; blood tonic; carminative; diuretic; febrifuge; galactagogue; hepato-protective;



hypotensive, vasodilator; immunomodulatory; mucous membrane tonic; neuroprotective;
prostaglandin synthesis inhibitor. External—Astringent, antiseptic, styptic, vulnerary.Uses:
Colds, flu, coughs, sore throats, bacterial infections; seasonal allergies; gout, inflammatory
conditions; hepatitis; urinary tract infection; vaginal infections; diarrhea, colitis; benign prostatic
hyperplasia. (B. pilosa is also considered useful in treating many conditions in Chinese
medicine, including influenza, swollen and sore throat, enteritis, dysentery, jaundice, epilepsy in
children, malnutrition in infants, and hemorrhoids. Also used in traditional Chinese medicine to
reduce inflammation in the urinary and gastrointestinal tracts, and to resolve kidney and bladder
conditions, and for hepatitis, appendicitis, and swollen prostate.)Risks: Do not harvest plants
where they may have been exposed to toxic waste, as they have a tendency to absorb cadmium
and arsenic from the soil. Caution should be exercised in the therapeutic use of B. pilosa for
hypoglycemia, hypotension, bleeding, and allergy.Description: See above for various
species.Habitat: See above for various species.Distribution: See above for various species.Plant
Status: Native in Louisiana and some neighboring states.BLACK CHERRY & THE
BOUNCELATE SPRINGBlack cherry(Prunus serotina)In late spring to early summer every year,
my cousins wait for the wild cherries to get ripe. If they get to the trees before the birds have
pecked off all the small, dark fruit, they will start working on this year’s supply of cherry
bounce.They’ll go through the well-known labor of sorting and cleaning and de-stemming the
fruit. Someone will slip the cherries into large bottles, add some sugar, then pour in enough of
their liquor of choice to cover the fruit. They’ll secure the lids, then tuck the bottles into my cousin
Sunny’s kitchen pantry, where the jars will rest in the dark. In a few months, the cousins will all
get together to uncork a bottle, taste the sample, and decide whether it’s ready. So far, they
prefer the extractions using port. Everyone agrees it’s a smoother taste than grain alcohol or
whisky.I joke with my cousins that they’re making tincture, and tell them about some of black
cherry’s medicinal uses. They think it’s funny that it has healing properties and want to know
more. They decide that this is a great excuse to increase the amount they make and drink. Not
that they needed any excuse for this family tradition!When I was a child, my dad made his own
batch every year. He stored the bottles in the little space beneath the sink. My sister and I would
sneak a little nip now and then when our parents weren’t around. Once, when a friend came
over, I offered her a taste—she bolted a huge swallow, then began to jump around the room.
“Now I know why they call it “bounce!” she said.Throughout my years as an herbalist, I’ve
employed cherry bark as a primary ingredient in cough syrups. Because black cherry is an
antispasmodic herb, it will help reduce the relentless coughing that can accompany a cold or flu.
But I’m careful how much I use. A small handful of cherry bark mixed in with larger amounts of
other decongestant and expectorant herbs is all I need. Since a cough is a helpful physiological
process aimed at getting rid of excess mucus, I don’t want to entirely suppress that activity. I’m
most likely to use wild cherry when the cough makes it hard for someone to sleep through the
night. Other milder decongestant plants like violets, red clover, plantain, and lyreleaf sage make
up the bulk of my cough syrup recipe. But cherry is the chief herb, important in really controlling



the cough.I’ll also tincture some cherry bark so I can use it in herbal formulas for colds, and
might add the tincture to other remedies for boosting the immune system.
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